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 The comments on the presentation note part are supplementary information on 
the content of remarks at the financial results briefing and settlement figures.

 Please note that there is no comment on the slide that omitted the explanation 
at the financial results briefing or the slide without supplementary information.
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 Sales, operating profit, ordinary profit, and profit attributable to owners 
of the parent all increased year-on-year.

 Operating profit was 69.2 billion yen before amortization of goodwill, and 65.1 
billion yen after. 4.1 billion yen was the difference, which was the amount of 
goodwill amortization (up 2.2 billion yen from the previous year).

 Operating margin was affected by amortization of goodwill from the M&A 
of ASG and SMS, but remained about the same as last year at 13.8% 
thanks to improved profitability mostly from increased domestic sales for 
industrial IT solutions.

 Dividends are planned at 90 yen, as forecast.

 ROE was high at 12.9% due to treasury stock acquisitions of around 50 
billion yen, and profit (18.8 billion yen) posted from selling shares of 
Jafco stock.
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 Sales and operating profit both exceeded the forecast.

 The decrease in net income compared to the forecast was due to the 
impact from office reorganization and other costs occurring in 4Q which 
we will explain later.
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 All segments achieved revenue increases.

 Consulting
Performance figures included the effects (around 4 billion yen) from M&A 
in Australia and other initiatives, but even aside from these the results 
were better than the strong results of the previous year.

 Financial IT Solutions
・ Securities: Business with Nomura Holdings was good, but a downswing in 
business with other securities companies and SI development projects resulted
in lower revenues.
・ Insurance: Revenue from large life insurers decreased, but was 
compensated for mainly by increases from non-life insurers resulting in 
only a slight overall decrease. Performance this year looks promising, as sales 
are expected to build with each quarter.
・ Banking: Strong performance, largely for internet banking.
・ Other financial, etc.: Strong performance.

 Industrial IT Solutions
The effects of M&A in Australia (around 20 billion yen) contributed to higher
revenues, but even aside from this there was strong performance in all 
industries as positive trends continued in Manufacturing, service and other.

 IT Platform Services
Performance remained strong for information security and digital-related 
projects.
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 Consulting
Excluding goodwill amortization cost in Australia, operating margin 
increased year-on-year, with high revenues and profits continuing from 
the previous year.

 Financial IT Solutions
・Securities: Excluding the costs of structural improvements to consolidated 
subsidiary DSB (2.8 billion yen) which impacted the numbers of the previous 
year, profitability actually decreased.
・Insurance, banking, other financial, etc. were about the same as in the 
previous slide for external sales.

 Industrial IT Solutions
Strong performance from before 3Q continued, and profitability remained high.

 IT Platform Services
Profitability improved due to strong performance in information security, digital, 
cloud, and others.
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 The one-time expenses of moving to new offices in Yokohama Minato Mirai
and Osaka were common between segments.

 Sales in Australia this last year were roughly 28 billion yen (roughly 4 
billion yen the previous year).

 The breakdown per segment in Australia was roughly 5 billion yen in 
Consulting and roughly 23 billion yen in Industrial IT.
(Out of the 4 billion the previous year, around one-third was in Consulting
and around two-thirds was in industrial IT solutions)
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 Consulting Services
In addition to the impact from M&A in Australia (approx. 10 billion yen), sales 
were strong in systems consulting and management consulting for financial 
institutions and manufacturing. 
Revenue increased year-on-year in consulting services by about 16 billion 
yen, which was far greater than the year-on-year increase in the consulting 
segment of about 5.6 billion yen.
Consulting services include a considerable amount of upstream process 
projects in the pre-systems development stage, giving reason for 
optimism about expansion in IT solutions during FY March 2019 and   
beyond. 

 System Development & System Application Sales
Despite a downswing in SI development projects in securities and the 
effects of lower revenues in insurance from large life insurers, these have 
been compensated for by other areas and sales increased overall.

 System Management & Operation Services
In addition to the effects of M&A in Australia (approx. 12 billion yen), services 
for distribution and other financial performed well, while expansion of shared 
online services also contributed to strong sales.
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 Extraordinary gain
Gains on the sale of investment securities were recorded through the sale of 
shares owned.

 Extraordinary loss
This loss was recorded due to reorganizing traning facilities and 
dormitories, and costs for further reorganization of main offices such as 
restoration of offices to previous states and retirement of assets, as work 
style improvements and the move to free-address work environments 
allowed us to end leases with traditional old office setups.
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18/5/15 16時11分

 This year was the last fiscal year of the medium-term management plan for 2016 
through 2018.

 We have made steady progress over the last two years, and we will push forward 
over the next year based on this framework.
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 Securities & Asset Management: For cost structure reforms, we plan to 
share development resources within the financial IT segment, and enact 
resource management that can cater to the quantity of development 
projects.
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 This is the performance forecast for FY March 2019, the final fiscal year of the 
medium-term management plan.

 Sales are forecasted at 510 billion yen, which exceeds the target set at the 
time the medium-term plan was created. Operating profit is forecasted to 
be 70 billion yen, which is the same as the target.

 Overseas sales are forecasted to exceed 10% of consolidated sales starting 
in FY March 2019. In order to avoid confusion with global business-related 
sales which have always been a management benchmark, we will use 
overseas sales as a new KPI as we expand our global business starting in 
the FY March 2019.

 The target for ROE is unchanged.
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 Sales, operating profit, and ordinary profit are all forecasted to exceed the 
previous year. Of the total forecasted sales increase of 38.5 billion yen, Australia 
will contribute roughly 10 billion yen.

 Profit attributable to owners of the parent decreased year-on-year because 
the previous year had an extraordinary gain of 16 billion yen recorded from 
the sale of Jafco stock, and other such transactions.

 Dividends for FY March 2019 will be 90 yen per share, which is unchanged from 
the previous year (including the commemorative dividend).
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 Based on the business policies already mentioned, we are aiming for increased 
revenues in all segments and industries.

 Consulting
We expect strong performance to continue.
Revenues will increase by 6.4 billion yen, about 50% of which will come from 
Australia.

 Financial IT Solutions
・Securities: To Remove the effect of the decrease in consolidated subsidiary 

mentioned above, net sales are substantially higher.
・Insurance: Sales are building up, mainly with non-life insurers, and we forecast 

increased revenues.

 Industrial IT Solutions
Revenues will increase by 16.8 billion yen, about 50% of which will come from 
Australia.
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 Order backlog at the end of March 2018 (the part to be recorded during FY 
March 2019) increased 7% year-on-year.
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 Consulting
With the end of March 2018 as a measuring point, there are large numbers 
of projects that finish at the end of the fiscal year, so a certain amount of 
the decrease is seasonal. Orders are on an upswing to start the year.

 Financial IT Solutions
About half of the roughly 7.3 billion yen decrease comes from the effect of the 
decrease in consolidated subsidiary mentioned above.

 Industrial IT Solutions
About 17 billion yen of the increase of roughly 21 billion yen comes from 
Australian.
(The contribution from Australia was about 11 billion yen 
at the end of March 2017, and 28 billion at the end of March 2018)

 This is the status of order backlogs at the end of March 2018. Next we will 
talk about circumstances in the order environments.
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 May 2018: In the year ended March 2018 we signed the UN Global Compact, and 
made advancements in various ESG activities under the themes of our corporate 
philosophy “Dream Up the Future,” the four materialities, and NRIʼs own 
“Creation of a sustainable society.”

 We are planning an ESG information session to be held this fiscal year.
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 Consulting
Increases for systems consulting in Japan, and for business in Australia.
Contribution from business in Australia: Year ended 3/17: 5 billion yen,
year ended 3/18: 6 billion yen

 Financial IT Solutions
Numbers decreased due to the decrease in consolidated subsidiary mentioned 
above

 Industrial IT Solutions
In addition to an effect of about 30 billion yen from M&A and growth in Australia,
increases also came from distribution, plus Manufacturing, service and other.
Contribution from business in Australia: Year ended 3/17: 10 billion yen, 
year ended 3/18: 40 billion yen
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 Sales, operating profit, ordinary profit, and profit attributable to owners of the 
parent all exceeded the previous year (amortization of goodwill was 1.1 billion 
yen, a year-on-year increase of 200 million yen)

 Operating margin also exceeded the previous year.
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 Consulting
Revenues increased with more projects for both business and systems
consulting.

 Financial IT Solutions
Securities: Revenues were higher, as sales to Nomura Holdings increased.

 Industrial IT Solutions
Trends up to now continued, domestic business increased in every industry, and 
business in Australia also grew.

 IT Platform Services
Strong performance continued in information security and digital-related 
projects.
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 Consulting
Profitability and profit were higher thanks to business consulting and 
systems consulting in Japan, as well as business in Australia.

 Financial IT Solutions
Profits were higher due to increased revenue from insurance and securities.

 Industrial IT Solutions
Strong numbers leading up to 3Q continued, and profitability remains high.
Profits were also boosted by better cost efficiency from progress of PMI in
Australia.

 IT Platform Services
Profits increased due to improved profitability in cloud-related business.
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 Sales this last quarter in Australia were roughly 9 billion yen (roughly 4 
billion yen in the previous 4th quarter).

 The breakdown per segment in Australia was roughly 1 billion yen in 
consulting, and roughly 8 billion yen in industrial IT.
(Out of the 4 billion in the previous 4th quarter, around one-third was in 
Consulting and around two-thirds was in industrial IT Solutions)
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 Consulting Services
Revenues increased thanks to solid performance from projects in systems 
consulting for financial institutions, and projects with government and 
municipal offices, in addition to business in Australia (approx. 3 billion 
yen). 

 System Development & System Application Sales
Effects from business related to securities and industrial IT solutions led to 
increased revenues.

 System Management & Operation Services
Revenues increased, as distribution-related business performed well, as did 
business in Australia (approx. 2 billion yen).
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 Extraordinary gain
Gains on the sale of investment securities were recorded through the sale of 
shares owned.

 Extraordinary loss
This loss was recorded due to reorganizing training facilities and dormitories, 
and costs for further reorganization of main offices such as restoration of offices 
to previous states and retirement of assets, as work style improvements and 
the move to free-address work environments made it possible to send back the 
traditional old office setups.
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 Consulting
Orders received in Australia increased.

(Contribution from business in Australia: Year ended 3/17: 3 billion yen,
year ended 3/18: 4 billion yen)

 Financial IT Solutions
Although orders received from insurance and other financial business 
increased, the decrease in consolidated subsidiary mentioned above and 
other factors resulted in an overall decrease.

 Industrial IT Solutions
In addition to about 17 billion yen from business growth and business in Australia, 
orders also increased from distribution, as well as from Manufacturing, service
and other.
(Contribution from business in Australia: Year ended 3/17: 6 billion yen, 
year ended 3/18: 23 billion yen)
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